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Abstract11
This article presents a new deep convective parameterization that determines cloud12
characteristics based on a specified cloud size distribution. The vertical profiles of cloud13
properties are determined by analytic equations, which formulate entrainment with an14
inverse relationship to cloud width. In line with recent studies of large eddy simulations,15
cloud widths are assumed to be constant with height and vertical mass flux (M) char-16
acteristics of the clouds are therefore regulated by the vertical velocity profile. The pa-17
rameterization is configured to work with existing cloud base M closure formulations,18
with the closure predicting the total cloud area rather than the cloud base M directly.19
Analytic formulae are also used to connect the vertical wind shear magnitude to the cloud20
size distribution, wherein larger shear magnitudes result in more numerous large updrafts21
than weaker shear magnitudes, which is in line with recent research results. The param-22
eterization is compared against 10 deep convective large eddy simulations with varying23
thermodynamic and vertical wind shear profiles. Results show dramatic improvements24
in the prediction of normalized M , detrainment, and the properties of detrained air over25
the existing Zhang and McFarlane (1995) scheme. In particular, the new model is able26
to correctly portray the transition from a bottom-heavy M profile in weakly sheared en-27
vironments, to a top-heavy M profile in strongly sheared environments.28
Plain Language Summary29
This article presents a new avenue for representing thunderstorms in climate and30
global forecast models. The model assumes that cloud widths follow an exponential dis-31
tribution, with many narrow clouds and few wide clouds. The properties of cloud cores32
are represented by analytic equations, which saves computational expense. Entrainment33
is assumed to be inversely proportional to clouds’ widths, which is consistent with known34
cloud behavior. The effects of vertical wind shear on the cloud size distribution are in-35
cluded. Cloud properties and behavior in the new parameterization agree well with high36
resolution simulations of deep convection.37
1 Introduction38
Plume models are the centerpiece for most modern cumulus parameterizations of39
deep convection (CPs, e.g., all of those based on Arakawa & Schubert, 1974), and there-40
fore encapsulate the effects of entrainment and detrainment on clouds in CPs. These sim-41
ple models are meant to represent the properties of shallow and deep convective cores42
in a physically reasonable and computationally efficient manner. Typically either a sin-43
gle plume, or a small number of plumes, are used in CPs to represent the aggregate ef-44
fect of many cumulus updrafts within a given global climate model (GCM) grid cell.45
Without question, the largest outstanding problem in the formulation of plume mod-46
els is how to represent the mixing of cloudy air with surrounding environmental air through47
entrainment and detrainment (e.g., De Rooy et al., 2013; Hirota et al., 2014). Entrain-48
ment typically dilutes cloud core properties, contributing decreases in both cloud moist49
static energy and buoyancy with height (e.g., Hannah, 2017). Entrainment also adds mass50
to the cloud envelope, leading to an increase in M with height. In contrast, detrainment51
typically “concentrates” cloud core properties, contributing increases in both cloud moist52
static energy and buoyancy with height (e.g., Hannah, 2017). Detrainment also removes53
mass from the cloud envelope, leading to a decrease in M with height. Entrainment and54
detrainment together strongly regulate cloud depth, mass flux, and consequently cloud55
feedbacks with the large scale environment (Arakawa & Schubert, 1974). Thus, an ac-56
curate representation of these processes in a plume model is essential to building a re-57
liable CP. Despite the importance of these processes, there is little consensus on how a58
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Most plume models for deep moist convection in CPs emulate canonical laboratory60
studies and dimensional analyses of dry convection in fluids from the middle 20th cen-61
tury (e.g., Squires & Turner, 1962). In these studies, a point source of positive buoyancy62
incites a steady column of rising fluid that entrains surrounding fluid parcels as it rises,63
thereby predictably increasing its M with height. The plume models’ reliance on these64
early fluid studies of dry convection may contribute to difficulties in accurately repre-65






= ε− δ, (1)68
where ε and δ are fractional entrainment and detrainment length scales respectively, and69
the sum of ε− δ is often positive. It is immediately apparent that when ε− δ is posi-70
tive, M will increase monotonically and exponentially with height. Obviously detrain-71
ment must occur at some level in the atmosphere since real updrafts do not extend up-72
ward indefinitely; in CPs, it is often assumed that detrainment simply happens instan-73
taneously at the level of neutral buoyancy (e.g., Arakawa & Schubert, 1974; Zhang &74
McFarlane, 1995). This behavior is relatively consistent with the dry convective plumes75
that underpin the older fluid studies, which gradually expand and increase their mass76
flux with height. In contrast, the profile of M in numerous large eddy simulations (LES)77
of deep moist convection has been shown to peak in the middle troposphere, and decrease78
upward from this level for both ensembles of clouds (e.g., Khairoutdinov et al., 2009; Sher-79
wood et al., 2013; Romps & Charn, 2015) and within individual clouds (e.g., Peters, Han-80
nah, & Morrison, 2019). Furthermore, detrainment happens over a substantial portion81
of clouds’ depth (e.g., Romps, 2010; Dawe & Austin, 2011; Hernandez-Deckers & Sher-82
wood, 2018; Peters, Morrison, Hannah, et al., 2020), bearing little resemblance to the83
delta-function representing detrainment in CPs. This formulation in eq. 1 is therefore84
an outright problem, since this equation behaves in a way that is fundamentally differ-85
ent than that of real deep moist convection. There are many remedies for this problem86
in past literature that are too numerous for us to comprehensively summarize here. We87
instead focus on three examples that are most relevant to the present work.88
In the Zhang and McFarlane (1995) scheme (hereafter the ZM scheme), many plumes89
are used instead of just one plume. Each of these plumes has a different ε and level of90
neutral buoyancy (LNB). Though each individual plume obeys eq. 1 with all detrain-91
ment occurring immediately at the plume’s LNB, net detrainment from the entire cloud92
ensemble will occur over a wide vertical range because of the variations in the plume ter-93
mination heights. Furthermore, if one considers the total ensemble M (rather than that94
of individual plumes), a maximum will occur in the middle troposphere with progres-95
sively decreasing M above. In these ways, the ZM scheme more accurately represents96
the characteristics of convection than schemes using a single plume.97
However, there remain unphysical attributes of this scheme’s behavior. For instance,98
it is always assumed that at least one plume is undiluted. Yet, air in cloud cores is of-99
ten substantially diluted by the time it surpasses the lowest few km of the troposphere100
(Romps & Kuang, 2010), aside from the rare cases of supercell thunderstorms (Peters,101
Nowotarski, & Morrison, 2019; Peters, Nowotarski, & Mullendore, 2020; Peters, Nowotarski,102
& Mulholland, 2020). Furthermore, all plumes are assumed to have the same cloud base103
mass flux in the ZM scheme. In accordance with eq. 1, the plumes with the largest en-104
trainment rates and the lowest termination heights will have the largest M above cloud105
base. Since a large entrainment corresponds to a small cloud radius (e.g., Morrison, 2017;106
Lecoanet & Jeevanjee, 2018; Hernandez-Deckers & Sherwood, 2018; Morrison et al., 2020),107
1 M is defined here with units of kg s-1, which allows us to consider the updraft size distribution in
terms of physical distance (rather than fractional distance). Some studies alternatively define M per unit
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this implies that the narrowest clouds comprise the largest percentage of the M in the108
cloud ensemble. However, large eddy simulations show just the opposite - that the widest109
and deepest clouds comprise the largest percentage of M (e.g., Hernandez-Deckers & Sher-110
wood, 2016; Peters, Hannah, & Morrison, 2019). Thus, the configuration of plumes in111
the ZM scheme remains at odds with the behavior of real clouds, biasing processes to-112
ward shallow and narrow clouds and away from deeper and wider clouds. This unphys-113
ical behavior is partially remedied in the upper troposphere because the plumes with large114
entrainment rates terminate at lower altitudes than those with small entrainment rates,115
and thus the least diluted plumes begin to dominate the scheme’s portrayal of cloud prop-116
erties aloft.117
The Romps (2016) scheme (hereafter the R scheme) escapes the usage of eq. 1 al-118
together. In this scheme, parcels are assumed to undergo a distribution of entrainment119
rates as they rise, resulting in a range of parcel purities at any given height, and a cor-120
responding distribution of M among this range of purities. This scheme also relies on121
the vertical velocity (w) equation, forcing air to detrain during the portion of its ascent122
between its LNB and termination height (as determined by the level at which w = 0123
m s-1). This formulation produces much more realistic profiles of M and entrainment124
because its treatment of the aforementioned processes relies on behaviors that are phys-125
ically consistent with moist convection in LES. It is worth noting, however, that the R126
scheme suffers from the same unphysical behavior as the ZM scheme, in that the largest127
M will become biased toward the portion of the distribution that has experienced the128
greatest entrainment-driven dilution. This is, again, inconsistent with LES of deep con-129
vection where the largest clouds accomplish the most M .130
The so-called ED(MF)n approach (where EDMF stands for “eddy diffusivity mass131
flux,” and the n exponent indicates the usage of multiple plumes) of Neggers (2015) for132
parameterizing shallow convection has taken a much different approach than typical deep133
convective schemes. In the ED(MF)n approach, there is an assumed initial distribution134
of plume widths. Narrower plumes are assumed to entrain more and reach lower termi-135
nation heights than wider plumes. Like in the ZM scheme, this range of plume charac-136
teristics gives rise to a more realistically distributed region of convective detrainment.137
Another noteworthy aspect of this approach is that model closure evolves from the de-138
termination of a bulk cloud base M to the determination of the cloud size distribution139
— and the later property of the cloud population is something that is more readily ver-140
ified with observations. In addition to the ED(MF)n framework, several past schemes141
have also used an initial assumed distribution of cloud radii to determine the character-142
istics of their cloud ensemble (e.g., Donner, 1993; Wagner & Graf, 2010).143
We believe that the approach taken in the ED(MF)n scheme may unilaterally rem-144
edy the aforementioned unphysical behaviors in other deep convective schemes. Accord-145
ingly, we have developed a new parameterization for deep convection — termed the multi-146
plume analytic model (MAP) — that more closely follows the ED(MF)n approach than147
that of traditional deep convective schemes. Like in the ED(MF)n scheme, the basis for148
our model is an ensemble of clouds with a specific initial size distribution. Fractional en-149
trainment rates are formulated in our model based on analytic expressions derived in Morrison150
(2017) and Peters, Nowotarski, and Mullendore (2020), and are inversely proportional151
to cloud radius, which follows previous schemes that have formulated entrainment in-152
versely with cloud width (e.g., Donner, 1993; Wagner & Graf, 2010; Neggers, 2015). This153
follows past research that has emphasized the relationship between cloud radius and en-154
trainment, wherein narrow clouds tend to have larger fractional entrainment rates than155
wider clouds (e.g., Kyle et al., 1976; Tian & Kuang, 2016; Morrison, 2017; Hannah, 2017;156
Hernandez-Deckers & Sherwood, 2018; Peters, Nowotarski, & Morrison, 2019; Peters, Nowotarski,157
& Mullendore, 2020). Consistent with recent large eddy simulations and theoretical stud-158
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with height. We also use a simple analytic w equation (rather than equation 1) to de-160
termine the M profiles of individual plumes.161
Finally, the most novel aspect of the MAP is the inclusion of dependencies of up-162
draft mass flux on deep layer vertical wind shear. None of the existing CPs have included163
the dynamic influence of vertical wind shear on cloud characteristics. These dependen-164
cies of deep convection on shear have been characterized in several of our recent stud-165
ies, which generally show that as deep layer vertical wind shear increases updrafts be-166
come wider (e.g., Peters, Nowotarski, & Morrison, 2019; Peters, Nowotarski, & Mullen-167
dore, 2020; Peters, Nowotarski, & Mulholland, 2020; Peters, Morrison, Nowotarski, et168
al., 2020). We validate our model by its ability to reproduce the cloud characteristics169
from LES that are most relevant to CPs. The organization of this paper is as follows:170
Section 2 outlines the formulation of our model, section 3 compares the behavior of our171
model to LES, and section 4 summarizes our conclusions and discusses implications of172
the results.173
2 MAP formulation174
2.1 Cloud variables that interact with the large scale environment175
Since our model will be evaluated in its ability to predict the variables that are most176
relevant to CPs, we review the budgets for these relevant variables as they were outlined177
in Arakawa and Schubert (1974). The time tendency of the horizontal average (denoted178








(1− ξ) Λ̃ + ξΛ
]
, (2)180
where ξ ≡ acA , ac is the horizontal cloud area at a given height, A is the total area of181
a GCM grid cell, Λ̃ represents the horizontal average over the regions in between clouds182
at a given level, and Λ represents values horizontally averaged within clouds. If we as-183
sume a steady cloud population such that ∂Λ∂t =
∂ac
∂t = 0, we may use eqs. 16 and 17184
from Arakawa and Schubert (1974) in combination with our eq. 2 to write:185

























































































where s ≡ cpT + gz is dry static energy, qv is water vapor mixing ratio, qt is the mix-191
ing ratio of total condensed water, D is the net detrainment rate of the cumulus cloud192
population, sD, qv,D, qt,D, and ΛD are the properties of detrained s, qv, qt, and other193
arbitrary scalars Λ respectively, LH is latent heat from condensation, freezing, and sub-194
limation, Mc is the M of the cloud population, ρ is density, and the subscript c on the195
time tendency denotes that we are only considering contributions from cloud processes.196
Note that eq. 4 applies to all arbitrary scalars aside from s and qv, whereas eq. 3 is valid197
for s and qv in addition to all other arbitrary scalars.198
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a. detrainment of cloud properties into the surrounding large scale environment,200
b. evaporation of detrained cloud water into the surrounding large scale environment,201
c. vertical advection between clouds driven by convection.202
d. vertical flux of perturbation cloud properties.203
The variables that must be provided by a CP are therefore D, sD, qv,D, qt,D, Mc, ac,204
s, and qv. In subsequent sub-sections, we outline our model formulations for each of these205
quantities.206
It was assumed in Arakawa and Schubert (1974) that ξ << 1, and thus s̃ ≈ s207
and q̃v ≈ qv. This assumption has become problematic for modern GCMs and global208
forecast models due to increasing model resolution and a commensurate decrease in the209
effective grid spacing (e.g., Arakawa et al., 2011; Arakawa & Jung, 2011; Arakawa & Wu,210
2013; Grell & Freitas, 2014; Han et al., 2017). Here, we relax this assumption since ac211
is obtainable from our cloud size distribution. However, we have implicitly retained the212




, where V is213
the horizontal wind. Scale aware formulations for this horizontal advection term are pos-214
sible within our CP framework, but are left to future work.215
2.2 Cloud size distribution216
To prescribe a size distribution for our cloud ensemble, we first define a function217
N(R) which represents the number of updrafts with radii of less than radius R that exit218
the boundary layer and seed the cumulus population. In principle, N(R) is a free pa-219
rameter that we could set to any distribution; however, our intent is to choose a distri-220
bution that mimics the cloud width distribution in LES, along with observations of trop-221
ical cumulonimbus (e.g., Fig 3 in LeMone & Zipser, 1980). From our analyses of LES222
later in this study, we have chosen an exponential distribution which features a large num-223
ber of small updrafts and a small number of large updrafts; however, there is certainly224
room for future consideration and/or modification of this distribution. The character-225
istics of our exponential distribution are modulated by a maximum updraft size Rm, a226




−χ RRm . (7)228
























where R0 is a lower bound for the updraft R distribution that will be discussed later.231
The structure of weakly sheared deep convective updrafts is decidedly unsteady,232
and is often characterized by a chain of rising semi-discrete moist thermals (e.g., Sher-233
wood et al., 2013; Romps & Charn, 2015; Morrison et al., 2020; Peters, Morrison, Han-234
nah, et al., 2020). This behavior in LES may seem at odds with our assumption of a steady235
cloud population. However, we reconcile this apparent disparity by assuming that up-236
draft characteristics are steady when averaged over the period of time of a GCM grid237
time step, and horizontally averaging over many clouds within a given R.238
2.3 Total ensemble M239
Next we define the M characteristics of the cloud ensemble. We begin by consid-240
ering the M of the jth cloud type mj = πR
2
jρjwj . Cloud type j have radii Rj that fall241
within the range R and R + ∆R, where ∆R is a small radius increment. We also de-242
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all updrafts with radii less than R. Since LES shows that R is fairly constant with height244
for moist thermals in weakly sheared deep convection (e.g., Hernandez-Deckers & Sher-245
wood, 2016, 2018) and comparatively steady updrafts that occur in strongly sheared en-246
vironments (e.g., Peters, Nowotarski, & Morrison, 2019; Peters, Nowotarski, & Mullen-247
dore, 2020), we assume that vertical variations in mj occur exclusively from vertical vari-248
ations in wj and hold R constant with height for a given cloud type. The total M for249
all j type clouds is:250




jwj [N(R+ ∆R, z)−N(R, z)] , (9)251
Taking the limit as ∆R→ 0 and combining the result with eq. 7 gives:252
dM = πρR2wN0e
−χ RRm dR. (10)253
Now we must express w as a function of R and z. To accomplish this, we begin by254
following the methodology of Morrison (2017) to derive expressions for the properties255
at the center of a rising moist thermal. In that study, horizontal mixing was parameter-256
ized using an eddy diffusivity approach to arrive at the following expression for a pas-257














where k is a mixing constant, L is a mixing length, Pr is the turbulent Prandtl number,260




Conceptually, the mixing length L should scale proportionally to R, and we set L = R262
hereafter for simplicity (as was done in Peters, Morrison, Nowotarski, et al., 2020). Though263
this expression was originally intended to represent properties at the center of a rising264
moist thermal, we assume that the expression also applies to horizontally and tempo-265
rally averaged updraft core properties in our cloud ensemble. In fact, it can be shown266
that eq. 11 also applies for a steady-state plume by simply replacing ddz (i.e., the ver-267
tical derivative following a thermal along the thermal’s path of ascent) with ∂∂z (i.e., the268
local vertical derivative) in the in-line equation above eq. 8 in Morrison (2017) and pro-269
ceeding with subsequent steps in the derivation, which yield an identical result to eq. 11270
here.271
A few assumptions that are baked into this equation warrant discussion here. First,272
it was assumed that the mixing of environmental properties into an updraft core is pri-273
marily accomplished by turbulent mixing, whereas organized inflow (i.e., dynamic en-274
trainment) draws air into the cloud without directly diluting the updraft core (see Mor-275
rison, 2017; Morrison et al., 2020, for a detailed discussion of this assumption). Second,276
this expression does not contain a detrainment term, which may seem at odds with our277
desire to provide a more accurate representation of detrainment relative to previous up-278
draft core models. However, it can be shown that if we assume that the properties of de-279
trained air are the same as the updraft core C, then the detrainment term vanishes from280
the equation. For instance, a δ (C − CD) would appear in eq. 11, where CD is the tracer281
concentration of detrained air and δ is the fractional detrainment rate. However, here282
we assume CD = C so that this detrainment term vanishes. So eq. 11 does not expressly283
neglect detrainment, and remains consistent with the foundational assumptions of our284
model.285
With eq. 11 at hand, Morrison (2017) assumed a constant saturation with respect286
to water, neglected ice processes, neglected condensate loading, and used the mixing for-287
mulation in eq. 11 to represent the influences of lateral mixing of moisture and temper-288
ature on updraft buoyancy B. He obtained the following expression for buoyancy B:289
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)dz∗, Ω2 = −k2zPr , BAD is the buoyancy for291
a moist adiabatically lifted air parcel computed relative to the large scale environment,292
Hv is the latent heat of vaporization, g is the gravitational constant, cp is the specific293
heat of air at constant pressure, qs is the saturation mixing ratio of the large scale en-294
vironment, Rv is the specific gas constant for water vapor, Tv is the virtual temperature295
of the large scale environment, and RH is the relative humidity of the large scale envi-296
ronment. The 2nd term on the right-hand side of eq. 12 represents the effects of dry air297
entrainment on condensation rates and evaporation within the updraft, and the 3rd term298
on the right-hand side represents the direct dilution of updraft B by the entrainment of299
environmental air. For simplicity of notation in subsequent analysis, we define z = 0300
at the level of free convection (LFC). Eq. 12 has been shown to accurately portray B301
in simulated updrafts (e.g., Peters, Nowotarski, & Morrison, 2019; Peters, Morrison, Nowotarski,302
et al., 2020), despite the absence of ice or precipitation loading in this formula. This con-303
sistent accuracy may stem from compensating biases between the two omissions, whereby304
omitting ice results in a low bias in B diagnosis, but omitting hydrometeor loading con-305
tributes a compensatory high bias.306













∗, and λ ≡ −Ω23z , Peters, Morrison, Nowotarski, et al. (2020)308







where the subscript B indicates that this is an approximation for w that only takes into311
account buoyant accelerations and wb is w at the LFC (i.e., cloud base). For the sim-312
plest implementation of our model here, we will neglect the influence of dynamic pres-313
sure accelerations on w. This is justified by previous studies that have shown that dy-314
namic pressure acceleration minimally alters the maximum value of w achieved within315
the core of thermals (e.g., Peters, 2016; Morrison & Peters, 2018; Peters, Nowotarski, &316
Morrison, 2019; Peters, Morrison, Nowotarski, et al., 2020). We further assume that buoy-317















where α is a constant parameter typically set to 0.8 (e.g., Morrison & Peters, 2018) and321
H is the depth of B > 0 m s-2. Combining eq. 14, eq. 13, eq. 10, and integrating over322
a range of R gives our total ensemble M :323















At this point we add several constraints to prevent unphysical behavior. First, dM is325
set to zero for negative wB , meaning that we are disallowing M to exist when w becomes326
negative. Because of this constraint, we must set the lower bound of our integral R0 to327
correspond to the minimum R value at a given height that yields an updraft with w ≥328
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2.4 Detrainment and the properties of detrained air332
For a parameterization to drive large scale variable tendencies realistically, the mass333
exchange between the cloud free atmosphere and cloudy updrafts must be accurately char-334
acterized through total ensemble detrainment D (i.e., see eqs. 5 and 6). The equation335
relating the total M M(Rm, z) of our ensemble to entrainment E and D is:336
dM(Rm, z)
dz
= E −D, (17)337
where E and D have units of kg s-1 m-1 (not to be confused with fractional entrainment338
and detrainment which have units of inverse length). We cannot simply take entrainment339
to be positive values of dMdz and detrainment to be negative values of
dM
dz because, at any340
given height, both entrainment and detrainment might be occurring. This can be phys-341
ically understood by considering that narrow updrafts may reach their LNB at relatively342
low altitudes, whereas wide updrafts may reach their LNB at comparatively high heights.343
Thus, narrow updrafts may primarily detrain mass at a height where a comparatively344
wide updraft is primarily entraining mass.345


















We note that by definition dM(R0, z) = 0 and thus dM(R0, z)
dR0
dz = 0. We may there-351
























where H is the Heaviside step function. This definition of D is modeled after that of Romps354
(2016), wherein detrainment was assumed to occur within individual updraft elements355
if they are negatively buoyant and if w decreases with height.356
We adopt the methodology of the ZM scheme to compute sD and qv,D. This scheme357
makes use of the quantity h∗ ≡ s + qs, where qs is the saturation water vapor mixing358
ratio of the background environment. They further assumed that hD = h
∗. The phys-359
ical reasoning for this assumption is that detrained air should leave at a height of neu-360
tral B, and thus sD = s. Detrained air should also be saturated because of its cloudy361
origins, and hence the assumption that qD = qv,s.362
2.5 Cloud microphysics363
For the proof-of-concept demonstrations in this paper, we adopt the simple micro-364
physical parameterization of Zhang and McFarlane (1995) with modifications to account365
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in the environment surrounding a cloud. The particular solution to eq. 21 with qt = 0370
kg kg-1 at the LFC is:371


















To obtain ql (cloud liquid mixing ratio) and qi (cloud ice mixing ratio) from qt = ql+373
qi, we adopt the simple piecewise linear function F of Romps (2016), whereby all cloud374
liquid water is assumed to freeze between temperatures of 273.15 and 240 K, such that375
the proportionality of ql and qi transitions linearly from all ql at 273.15 K, to all qi at376
240 K. Thus, ql = Fqt, qi = (1 − F )qt, and F = 1 for T > 273.15 K, F = −33.15T−240 for377
240 < T ≤ 273.15 K, and F = 0 for T < 240 K. For simplicity, we assume that pre-378
cipitation falls at a rate of c = c0F , where c0 = 4
−3 m-1 is a constant that was set to379
yield reasonable correspondence between the MAP and LES qt profiles.380







Next, we approximate B ≈ g T−T
T





wherein the temperature dependency of Lv is neglected and µs is the384


















where µtr is a reference saturation vapor pressure at the triple point temperature Ttr and388
p is the background environmental pressure.389
Values of detrained cloud liquid ql,D and ice qi,D are obtained by assuming that390
the mixing ratios of detrained liquid and ice are equal to the M weighted values in the391
















Thus, DLtqt,D = D (Lvqv,D + Liqi,D), where Lv and Li are the latent heats of conden-396
sation and fusion respectively. All detrained condensate is either assumed to serve as a397
cloud source in the parent GCM when clouds are already present, or immediately evap-398
orates/sublimates when clouds are not already present, as is the case in the ZM scheme.399
While the microphysics outlined in this section are rudimentary, the MAP could con-400
ceivably be used with a more sophisticated microphysics scheme which would make use401
of the cloud variables outlined thus far.402
2.6 Closure403
The implementation of traditional CPs requires the determination of the cloud base404
M Mb, which itself modulates the magnitude of the total M accomplished by the cloud405
population. In these traditional models, M profiles are normalized by Mb such that Mb406
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not appear explicitly within our equations. This means that if we trusted that our ini-408
tial updraft size distribution were quantitatively realistic, we could circumvent the need409
to specify Mb completely because we have already obtained a quantitative expression for410
M(Rm, z) at each level. This strategy is used for determining the shallow cumulus en-411
semble M in the ED(MF)n method of Neggers (2015), which relies upon cloud size dis-412
tributions gleaned from observations and LES (e.g., Neggers et al., 2019) for closure rather413
than Mb.414
However, Mb also plays an important role in CPs by modulating the cloud-driven415
variable tendencies in the planetary boundary layer (PBL). There are explicit assump-416
tions about the structure of updrafts in the PBL in the ED(MF)n approach which al-417
lows this approach to completely circumvent reliance on Mb. In contrast, we have not418
made any explicit assumptions about the extension of deep convective updrafts into the419
PBL here, and we therefore cannot characterize PBL tendencies from deep convection420
without some treatment of Mb in our model framework. We have refrained from a de-421
tailed analysis of updrafts in the PBL because the structure of such updrafts is likely to422
be strongly dependent on a range of processes, such as dry convection in the PBL, cold423
pools, synoptic scale forcing for ascent, dynamics within the lower parts of existing up-424
drafts, and terrain features to name a few. It is possible that such a framework for ex-425
tending updraft properties into the PBL could be developed in the future through an426
analysis of dynamic and buoyant pressure accelerations below cloud base (e.g., Brown427
& Nowotarski, 2018) and along the edge of cold pools (e.g., Bryan & Rotunno, 2014; Jee-428
vanjee & Romps, 2015); however, we leave such analysis to future work.429
Instead, we devise a relatively simple procedure to marry our model with existing430
closure schemes. The premise of this procedure is that Mb from existing closure should431
regulate the total number of updrafts, but not the “slope” of the cloud size distribution432
χ. Thus, variations in Mb will alter the magnitude, but not change the shape of the ver-433
tical profile of M(Rm, z). Mb should therefore dictate N0 but not χ. To connect these434








−χ RRm dR. (28)436
Assuming wb is identical for all cloud sizes and R0(0) = 0, we may analytically eval-437
uate the integral in eq. 28 and solve for N0 giving:438
N0 =
3χ3Mb
2πρwbR3m [2− e−χ (χ2 + 2χ+ 2)]
. (29)439
We must then set wb to something reasonable, say, a few m s
-1. Based on an analysis440
of horizontally averaged updraft w at the LFC in our simulations (not shown), we ex-441
pect wb to range from 1-5 m s
-1 with some dependence on the magnitude of the verti-442
cal wind shear. A thorough examination of how this quantity should be determined, how-443
ever, is left to future work. Given our assumptions, N0 depends on Mb only and a stan-444
dard closure procedure can be used to simply solve for N0 as the remaining unknown445
in our system of equations rather than Mb.446
As a final step, we must determine Rm which modulates the slope of the updraft447
distribution. For instance, a situation with large Rm will shift part of the M toward large448
updrafts and alter the shape of the distribution of M(Rm, z) relative to a situation where449
Rm is small. In LES of weakly sheared tropical environments, maximum updraft R are450
typically 1-2 km (e.g., Hernandez-Deckers & Sherwood, 2016). At present, there is not451
a clear understanding of why this length scale is preferred, but it seems sensible to set452
our lower bound on Rm to 1.5 km for the proof-of-concept tests in this paper. For the453
full implementation of this scheme into weather and climate models, a better approach454
may be to scale Rm with the depth of the PBL; however, more analysis of this poten-455
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In environments with moderate-to-strong vertical wind shear shear, there is grow-457
ing evidence that the magnitude of this shear strongly regulates the width of the widest458
updrafts (Warren et al., 2017; Peters, Nowotarski, & Morrison, 2019; Peters, Nowotarski,459
& Mullendore, 2020; Peters, Nowotarski, & Mulholland, 2020; Peters, Morrison, Nowotarski,460
et al., 2020). An avenue for predicting Rm in the presence of shear was presented in Peters,461
Morrison, Nowotarski, et al. (2020). That study focused on supercell thunderstorms and462
developed an analytic expression for supercell updraft maximum w, wmax. However, the463
aforementioned study also evaluated the performance of the analytic expression with sim-464
ulations of nonsupercell deep convection, and found that the expression accurately pre-465
dicted wmax for the most intense updrafts in those simulations as well. Assuming that466
the widest updrafts contained the largest wmax, we may envision the expression from467
this study as a predictor for wmax within the widest updraft in a given cloud environ-468
ment.469
A key element of the derivation in Peters, Morrison, Nowotarski, et al. (2020) was470
the connection drawn between the vertical wind shear and updraft width. Hereafter, we471
assume that updrafts are cylindrical, and that all of the low-level cloud-relative flow with472
nonzero CAPE that encounters the cross-sectional area of the cylindrical updraft will473
enter the updraft and turn upward. This assumption may seem restrictive; however, re-474
cent modeling studies have supported the idea that most of the air encountering the lower475
part of deep convective updrafts does indeed enter and ascend (e.g., Peters, Nowotarski,476
& Morrison, 2019; Peters, Morrison, Nowotarski, et al., 2020). The cylindrical continu-477









where u and w are radially averaged. Area integrating from the updraft center to the480
radius R where radially averaged w vanishes, and vertically integrating from the surface481





where uin ≡ 1L
∫ z=L
z=0
udz is the average flow across the updraft periphery below L and484





wRdr. The cloud relative flow is485
defined as Vcr ≡ V − Vc, where V is the horizontal wind in the GCM grid cell, and486
Vc is the horizontal cloud motion. It was shown in (e.g., Peters, Morrison, Nowotarski,487
et al., 2020) that |Vcr| ≈ VBWD2 is a reasonable approximation, where VBWD is the ef-488
fective bulk wind difference2 (EBWD) magnitude from the background environment. Be-489
cause the cloud-relative flow approaches a cylinder with a curved surface, one must di-490
vide the cloud relative flow by a factor of π (see eq. 16 in Peters, Morrison, Nowotarski,491





(see the discussion regarding eq. 17 in Peters, Morrison, Nowotarski, et al., 2020, for more494
details). The parameter L is difficult to obtain independently of other parameters, so495
we approximate L as the depth of positive BAD to avoid cumbersome iterative meth-496
ods for solving for Rm. In combining eq. 32 with eq. 13, where CAPE and K in eq. 13497
are evaluated at the LNB for an adiabatically lifted air parcel, wmax is obtained from498










CAPE = 0. (33)500
2 The EBWD is defined in Thompson et al. (2007) as the magnitude of the wind vector at an altitude
half way through the region of positive BAD in a sounding, minus the wind vector at the lowest point
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Thus, in the simple proof-of-concept analysis here, if solutions to eqs. 32 and 33 for Rm501
yield values greater than 1.5 km, we use these solutions for Rm. Otherwise, we set Rm502
to the minimum value of 1.5 km. A similar approach may be adopted for full implemen-503
tation of the scheme, whereby Rm is set to the maximum of either the PBL depth (as504
in Wagner & Graf, 2010) or the value obtained as the solution to eqs. 32 and 33. Ad-505
ditional work is needed to more comprehensively determine the environmental factors506
that determine Rm when vertical shear is weak; however, as will be shown in forthcom-507
ing sections, our current treatment of this parameter results in a close match between508
the MAP and the properties of deep convection in LES.509
2.7 Model implementation510
The MAP must first be provided with a vertical profile of atmospheric state vari-511
ables. For the simple exercises later in this paper, this initial profile is simply the sound-512
ing that was used to initialize the LESs. If the scheme were to be implemented in a CP,513
the parent weather or climate model would provide such a profile at each grid cell, and514
the scheme would be executed if the appropriate conditions in a convective trigger func-515
tion were met.516
The first calculations to be performed are the determinations of CAPE and K, which517
require one and two vertical integration steps respectively. For simplicity here, we will518
simply lift an air parcel from the first level of maximum h in the lower troposphere, al-519
though there are an array of alternative choices for the initial parcel characteristics. In520
the second step, we use CAPE and K to determine Rm and R0. The former involves521
a single evaluation of the cubic root equation and a few algebraic calculations; the lat-522
ter simply involves the solution to an algebraic equation at each height and a few log-523
ical operations.524
Next, we calculate dM , which is an analytical function and does not require any525
integration. In fact, a particular advantage of our formulation is that h need not be com-526
puted for each updraft — rather, we rely upon an analytic formula for B. Thus, the ver-527
tical integrations that are typically required to compute h, along with the iterative so-528
lutions that are needed to obtain B from h, are not required here and substantially save529
computation time. To obtain M(Rm, z) from dM , a numerical integration is executed530
at each vertical level over the range R0 to Rm. Likewise, D is computed from dM by531
integrating over only the ranges for which ∂∂zdM < 0. We obtain qv,D using qv,D =532
L−1v (h
∗ − s) following Zhang and McFarlane (1995). Finally, updraft temperature is com-533
puted from the analytic expression for B. From updraft temperature, and using the back-534
ground environmental pressure, all microphysical variables and their respective detrain-535
ment values are computed.536
We have not discussed the computation of vertical fluxes of other variables, such537
as horizontal momentum or chemical constituents. The last steps would involve comput-538
ing fluxes of these quantities; however, explicit formulations for these fluxes are left to539
future work.540
3 Comparison with LES541
3.1 LES configuration542
We will evaluate the MAP by comparing its characteristics with deep convection543
in the LES of Peters, Nowotarski, and Mullendore (2020). These simulations use Cloud544
Model 1 version 18 (CM1, Bryan & Fritsch, 2002) with domain dimensions of 100 by 100545
km by 22 km in the x, y, and z directions respectively, and an isotropic 100 m grid spac-546
ing. Microphysical processes were parameterized using the double moment microphysics547






































Figure 1. Panels a-c: time (x axis, min) vs height (y axis, km) diagrams of w averaged over
the region of > 10 m s-1 updraft (shading). Panels d-f: instantaneous snapshots of w (shading,
m s-1) and streamlines (black arrows). The left panels show the SHR1 CAPE1 run, the middle
panels show the SHR2 CAPE1 run, and the right panels show the SHR4 CAPE2 run. Panels d
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tion was initiated with a warm bubble, and random noise was included in the initial con-549
ditions to facilitate the development of turbulence. For simplicity, large scale tendencies550
were not imposed in these simulations, and the lateral boundaries were continuously fed551
the initial model sounding. We therefore focus our comparisons on normalized profiles552
of quantities from the CPs with analogous normalized profiles from the model because553
there are no large scale tendencies to provide closure for the CPs. We used two differ-554
ent configurations of the analytic sounding of Weisman and Klemp (1982) with bound-555
ary layer mixing ratio values of 14 and 16 g kg-1, which gave two different CAPE val-556
ues (hereafter CAPE1 and CAPE2), and a constant relative humidity (RH) of 45 % above557
3 km as initial thermodynamic profiles (for a skew-T diagram of this profile, see Fig. 1a558
in Peters, Nowotarski, & Mullendore, 2020). Three different initial wind profiles were559
used with linear vertical wind shear, and bulk wind differences of 12.5, 25, and 37.5 m560
s-1 respectively (hereafter SHR2, SHR3, and SHR4) over the lowest 6 km, and constant561
u wind above 6 km (for a graphical representation of this wind profile, see Fig. 1b in Pe-562
ters, Nowotarski, & Mullendore, 2020). To expand the range of vertical wind shear con-563
ditions evaluated here, we generated two new runs with the exact same configuration as564
the others, but with a 0-6 km bulk wind difference of 6.25 m s-1 (hereafter SHR1). These565
two boundary layer mixing ratio values and four different wind profiles resulted in 8 dif-566
ferent simulations — each with its own unique initial model profile. As a first order test567
of the response in LES behavior to variations in environmental RH, we re-ran the SHR1568
CAPE1 and SHR1 CAPE2 runs with the middle tropospheric RH set to 0.85, rather than569
0.45 in the original runs.570
Simulations were run for 3 hours, with model data output every 5 minutes. Very571
high temporal resolution output was required for the entrainment calculations that will572
be discussed shortly. We therefore re-ran 10 minutes of each simulation (starting from573
restart files) and output model variables every 5 seconds during this 10 minute period574
for budget calculations. Because of differences in the time periods when deep convec-575
tion achieved its maximum intensity among simulations, these 10 minute re-runs occurred576
at 1 hour in the SHR1 and SHR2 runs, and at 3 hours in the SHR3 and SHR4 runs. Ad-577
ditional details of these model runs and high temporal resolution re-runs are available578
in Peters, Nowotarski, and Mullendore (2020).579
As discussed in detail in Peters, Nowotarski, and Mullendore (2020), the charac-580
ter of the convection in these simulations was strongly modulated by the magnitude of581
the vertical wind shear. Persistent clusters of thermal-like deep convection occurred in582
the SHR1 and SHR2 runs (Fig. 1a-b, d-e). In contrast, the SHR4 runs produced com-583
paratively steady and wide plume-like updrafts through most of the troposphere (Fig.584
1c,f).585
Updraft cores were defined as any grid point with w > 1 m s-1 and qc+qi > 1×586
10−2 g kg-1 (where qc and qi are the cloud water and cloud ice mixing ratios respectively).587
The method outlined by Romps (2010) was used to compute the budget terms related588






and the detrained properties of589
an arbitrary scalar ΛD were computed as ΛD ≡
〈max(− dρσdt ,0)Λ〉
〈max(− dρσdt ,0)〉
. In these equations σ590
is set to 0 outside the updraft and 1 inside the updraft, and <> is a horizontal integral591
over the domain.592
An additional sounding from a moist, marine tropical environment was derived from593
rawinsonde data collected during the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Madden-594
Julian Oscillation Investigation Experiment (AMIE; Yoneyama et al. (2013)) and is shown595
in Fig. 2a. Rawinsonde data were post-processed and quality controlled according to Ciesielski596
et al. (2014). Temperature and horizontal wind were represented by mean values across597
all soundings collected between 1 October 2011 and 15 January 2012. The specific hu-598
midity profile was the mean value observed during times when radar-derived rainfall within599
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of all rain rates observed during the same time period. Surface pressure and humidity601
were those observed during the rainy periods, and surface temperature was the mean across602
all available soundings.603
The AMIE sounding was used to initialize another CM1 run, with the following604
specifications that were different from the others . The horizontal grid spacing was set605
to 100 m, and the vertical grid spacing was set to 50 m in the lowest 2 km, linearly stretched606
to 250 m in the 2-3.5 km layer, and was held constant at 250 m up to 20 km (the model607
top). East and west domain dimensions were 64 by 64 km, and east and west bound-608
ary conditions were set to periodic. Surface fluxes were turned on to correspond to a fixed609
sea surface temperature of 305 K. Turbulence was once again seeded with random ini-610
tial temperature perturbations with an initial amplitude of 0.25 K. The simulation was611
run for 36 hours, with the horizontally averaged model state evolving toward the pro-612
file depicted in Fig. 2b from roughly 15 hours onward. The first 20 hours of the simu-613
lation were characterized by scattered shallow-to-mid level convection with maximum614
cloud top below 10 km. Beyond 20 hours (e.g., Fig. 2c-d), intermittent transient bursts615
of deep convection (i.e., cloud tops up to 18 km) occurred, and were interspersed with616
less active periods where predominantly shallow convection resumed. Updrafts were de-617
fined in an identical manner in this simulation as they were in the other simulations.618
Our investigation of the AMIE simulation served a three-fold purpose:619
• It demonstrates the MAP performance in a tropical environment, which contrasts620
with the soundings used in the other simulations which are more characteristic of621
continental convection;622
• It allows us to evaluate our choice of 1500 m for a lower bound on Rm;623
• It allows us to evaluate the performance of the MAP in emulating long term (i.e.624
several hour) temporal means of M in deep convective environments (recall that625
we are only evaluating 10 minute periods in the other simulations). Because cal-626
culations from the AMIE run are performed over several hour periods of time, we627
only compare MAP predicted M with AMIE LES M , because outputting at the628
temporal frequency (i.e., every 5 seconds) necessary to perform detrainment cal-629
culations was unfeasible for such a long model integration.630
3.2 Comparisons between the updraft core model and LES631
To evaluate the MAP, we need to address a few important questions:632
• How does the MAP M distribution compare with the traditional plume M for-633
mulation in the ZM scheme?634
• How reasonable are our assumptions about the initial cloud size distribution?635
• How does the MAP respond to variations in the slope constant χ used to define636
the initial updraft distribution?637
• Does the MAP reasonably replicate LES vertical profiles of the quantities discussed638
in previous sections?639
• How does the MAP respond to variations in background RH?640
• How does the performance of the MAP depend on the number of radius bins used641
in our updraft size distribution?642
How does the MAP M distribution compare with the traditional plume643
M formulation in the ZM scheme?644
To provide a benchmark for the behavior of the MAP, we compare the distribu-645
tions of dM , E, and D from the MAP with those of the ZM scheme. The ensemble of646
clouds in the ZM scheme is determined by assuming that a separate cloud reaches its647
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Figure 2. Panels a-b: skew-T log P diagrams showing temperature (thick red, K), dew point
temperature (thick green, K), virtual temperature (thin red, K), and the lifted parcel temper-
ature (black, K) for an air parcel with the average properties of the lowest 1 km of the atmo-
sphere. Panel a: the initial sounding in the AMIE simulation. Panel b: sounding characterizing
the horizontally averaged state in the AMIE simulation after 32 hours of model integration.
Panel c: time-height diagram of maximum w (shading, m s-1) at each vertical level. Panel e:
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(i.e., dM calculated from eq. 10) from the ZM scheme for the two different








(shading). Blue colors (corresponding to detrainment) do not appear because
detrainment only occurs within a narrow range at the top of each plume.
of the equilibrium level for an undiluted parcel lifted from the height of maximum h in649
the lower troposphere. Once this range of LNB heights among the cloud population is650
established, a numerical procedure calculates the individual entrainment rate for each651
plume that would have been needed for that plume to reach its respective LNB height,652
with larger fractional entrainment values corresponding to lower LNBs and smaller en-653
trainment values corresponding to higher LNBs. Thus, the cloud ensemble in the ZM654
scheme is determined by a range of entrainment rates, rather than cloud widths as is done655




ment from Morrison (2017) to convert an entrainment rate into an associated cloud ra-657
dius (R = 2k
2
Prε
), so that we can make an apples-to-apples comparison between the ZM658
scheme and the MAP. For convenience, all quantities used in comparisons between the659
ZM scheme and MAP are divided by their maximum values among the entire cloud en-660
semble.661
The unphysical behavior of the traditional plume formulation in the ZM scheme662
is immediately apparent in Fig. 3. The smallest plumes with the largest entrainment rates663
carry the largest percentage of the M . Furthermore, the maximum M is confined to the664
upper reaches of the smallest clouds, rather than in the middle troposphere well below665
cloud top height where it should be. Finally, detrainment does not even show up in the666
plots because it only occurs within a very narrow layer at cloud top.667
The MAP shows markedly different M behavior than the traditional plume approx-668
imation (Fig. 4). Peaks in dM occur in the middle troposphere, and at R of 0.5 km in669
the weakly sheared runs to 0.75-1.5 km in the strongly sheared runs. In other words, the670
MAP suggests that the peak in M should occur within updrafts of intermediary sizes,671
rather than the smallest updrafts. This is actually quite consistent with LES, which gen-672
erally show peaks in M with thermals of R in the 0.5 to 1.5 km range (e.g., Sherwood673













































































































































































(shading, with red indicating net entrainment and blue indicat-
ing net detrainment). Each panel corresponds to the run listed in the upper-left corner.
nah, & Morrison, 2019). Another stark difference between the MAP and the traditional675
plume formulation is that peak M typically occurs well below cloud top, which is con-676
sistent with the behavior of real convection.677
It should be noted that the partitioning of the largest percentage of M toward the678
most dilute clouds only pertains to the ZM scheme because due to its assumption that679
the cloud base M is identical among all cloud sizes. Other ensemble schemes employ dif-680
ferent closure methods for cloud base M (e.g., Arakawa & Schubert, 1974; Moorthi &681
Suarez, 1992; Chikira & Sugiyama, 2010), and the M profile comparison between the MAP682
and other schemes may vary substantially from what is portrayed here.683
How reasonable are our assumptions about the initial cloud size distri-684
bution?685
As a rudimentary check of our assumed size distribution of updrafts, we quanti-686
fied the updraft sizes in LES by first computing the vertical maxima in w within the 3-687
7 km layer, and then identifying contiguous areas of w > 1 m s-1 in the 3-7 km max688
w field. The 3-7 km layer was used for this analysis because it was sufficiently high to689
avoid regions of lifting along cold pool edges, and sufficiently low to avoid ascent within690
cumulonimbus anvils and within gravity waves propagating along the tropopause. The691
distributions of LES updrafts are compared to the MAP distribution in the parameter692
space of R and ln dNdR , where
dN




π (where A is the updraft area) at intervals of 100 m. LES distributions gen-694
erally follow a constant slope for smaller updrafts and level off for larger sizes. In a qual-695
itatively consistent manner with our assumed updraft size distributions, the LES slopes696
generally increased as shear decreased, though the slopes in the simulations were some-697
what steeper than those used in the MAP model (Fig. 5). These differences in slope steep-698
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Figure 5. Profiles of the ln of dN
dR
, normalized by the maximum, from the 3-7 km updrafts
identified in LES (solid curves) vs the assumed profiles in the MAP (dashed lines). Panel a: the
CAPE1 runs, and panel b: the CAPE2 runs. Colors correspond to different initial shear profiles,
as indicated in panel a.
R in the simulations, so we will not quibble over the exact overlap between the dashed700
and solid lines in fig. 5.701
How does the MAP respond to variations in the slope constant χ used702
to define the initial updraft distribution?703
For simplicity, M(Rm, z) (i.e., the total vertical ensemble mass flux) will be sim-704
ply referred to as M henceforth. We begin our analysis of the MAP performance by eval-705
uating the sensitivity of the MAP M and D profiles to variations in χ. We normalized706
these profiles with the vertical integrals of M and D so that the area between each M707
and D profile and the y axis was equal to 1. For our sensitivity tests, and to determine708
the optimal value for χ, we evaluated profiles of M and D with values of χ ranging from709
5 through 14.710
The behavior of M profiles are shown in Fig. 6. All of the curves fall within a rea-711
sonable distance of the LES M profile. In general, large values of χ correspond to a down-712
ward shift in the M profiles among the runs relative to small values of χ - particularly713
in the case of the runs with small vertical wind shear magnitudes (i.e., Fig. 6a-d). This714
behavior is somewhat intuitive, given that larger χ shifts more updrafts toward the nar-715
row end of the updraft size distribution, relative to smaller χ. Consistent with this re-716
sult, large values of χ also correspond to a downward shift in the D profile relative to717
small values of χ (i.e., Fig. 7).718
The root-mean square error (RMSE) was computed for the M and D profiles be-719
tween the MAP and LES results to evaluate the performance of our choices for χ quan-720
titatively. This RMSE value was normalized by the root-mean square of the LES M pro-721
file to yield normalized RMSE (referred to as simply “RMSE”). Minima in RMSE for722
M among runs were generally in the 9 to 12 range for χ, with the average minima oc-723
curring at χ = 10 (Fig. 8). This is the value of χ = 10 we will use hereafter.724
Does the MAP reasonably replicate vertical profiles from LES?725
Next, we concentrate on comparisons between the MAP and LES profiles of M and726
D, using χ = 10 in the MAP. To provide a baseline for this comparison, we also com-727
pare normalized M and D profiles from the ZM scheme. Correspondence between the728
MAP and the LES M profiles is remarkably close (Fig. 9). The LES feature “bottom729
heavy” M profiles in the SHR1 and SHR2 runs, with maxima of M in the 2-4 km layer,730
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Figure 6. Normalized vertical profiles of M from the MAP (colored lines) and LES (black
dashed lines). Each color corresponds to a different χ value, as indicated in the legend in panel b.
Each panel corresponds to the run listed in the upper-left corner of that panel.
ior in low shear environments. As the shear increased in the LES runs, the maximum732
in LES M broadened and transitioned into the middle (i.e., 4-8 km in the SHR3 and SHR4733
CAPE1 runs) and upper (i.e., 8-12 km in the SHR4 CAPE2 run) troposphere. Again,734
a nearly identical behavior is present in the MAP. The MAP M profiles improve sub-735
stantially upon the ZM profiles — the later of which do not take into account the wind736
shear differences between the environments. The comparison with the ZM M profile is737
closest for the LES with the weakest shear; however, the height of maximum M in the738
ZM scheme is 3-4 km higher than in LES. In the runs with larger shear, the peak in the739
ZM mass flux is biased toward low-levels when compared to the LES. Average linear cor-740
relation coefficients (CC) between MAP and LES M were 0.94, and between ZM and741
LES M were 0.75.742
In the case of the AMIE LES, we concentrated on the time period that was actively743
producing deep convection, which was between 21 and 34 hours. The vertical wind shear744
was very weak in this sounding (e.g., less than 5 m s-1, Fig. 2a-b), so Rm was set to 1500745
m in accordance with the convention outlined in the previous section. Comparisons of746
the 21-34 hour averaged M with the MAP show remarkable correspondence (Fig. 10a),747
with CC = 0.94. The performance of MAP is a marked improvement over the ZM scheme,748
with which CC = 0.81. To evaluate the sensitivity of the MAP performance to the choice749
of the lower bound of Rm, we compared MAP M with choices of Rm ranging from 500750
m to 2250 m to the AMIE LES (Fig. 10b). Unsurprisingly, lower values of Rm depict751
a shallow convective regime with M primarily confined to the lowest few km of the tro-752
posphere, whereas larger values of Rm depict a progressively more “top-heavy” M dis-753
tribution. MAP performance was best with optimized with Rm = 1500 m, with a CC754
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Figure 7. Normalized vertical profiles of D from the MAP (colored lines) and LES (black
dashed lines). Each color corresponds to a different χ value, as indicated in the legend in panel b.
Each panel corresponds to the run listed in the upper-left corner.







Figure 8. Normalized RMSE (y axis) of the MAP model relative to LES for M as a function
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Figure 9. Comparison of the 10 minute temporal average of M from the LES simulations
(black dashed line) with MAP M (blue) and the ZM M (red). Each panel corresponds to the
run listed in the upper left. Each M curve has been divided by the area under the curve yielding
“normalized mass flux” to facilitate comparisons among runs, and between MAP and the LES
output.
Figure 10. Pane a: as in Fig. 9, but comparing the MAP and ZM with the AMIE LES. Panel
b: a comparison of MAP M as a function of choices for the lower bound of Rm that range from
500 m to 2250 m (colors) with AMIE LES (black dashed). Panel c: CC between the MAP and
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Figure 11. Comparison of the 10 minute temporal average of D from the LES simulations
(black dashed line) with MAP D. Each panel corresponds to the run listed in the upper left.
Each D curve has been divided by the area under the curve yielding “normalized detrainment” to
facilitate comparisons among runs, and between MAP and the LES output.
Comparisons between the MAP and LES D profiles (Fig. 11) are somewhat less756
favorable in the SHR1 and SHR2 runs, with the MAP showing a maximum in D at an757
unrealistically low height compared to the LES. This problem becomes gradually less pro-758
nounced as shear increased, with the comparison between MAP and LES D greatly im-759
proved in the SHR3 and SHR4 runs. There are, however, several realistic attributes of760
the MAP D that are present among all runs. The LES show detrainment occurring through761
most of the depth of the troposphere, which is also portrayed in the MAP. In contrast,762
D in the ZM model is unrealistically confined to a 5-12 km layer among all runs. Thus,763
despite some inconsistencies between the MAP and LES at low shear values, the MAP764
improves the prediction of D in all simulations over the ZM scheme. Average CC be-765
tween MAP and LES D were 0.72, and between ZM and LES M were 0.13.766
Finally, we must evaluate assumptions about the properties of detrained air in the767
MAP. A comparison between hD computed from LES and h
∗ computed using the ini-768
tial model profiles shows close correspondence between these variables (Fig. 12), suggest-769
ing that our approximation that hD = h
∗ is a reasonable one. Furthermore, the qual-770
itative behavior of detrained cloud water and ice portrayed by the MAP is consistent with771
the detrainment of parameterized microphysical variables in the LES (Fig. 13). Quan-772
titative comparisons for the detrained microphysical variables are reasonable as well, aside773
from a low bias in the MAP ice detrainment aloft of 25-50%. Average CC between MAP774
and LES liquid and ice were a respectable 0.84 and 0.93 respectively. We do not directly775
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Figure 12. A comparison of vertical profiles of h∗ (kJ kg-1, blue lines), hD computed from
LES (kJ kg-1, dashed black lines), and h from simulations (kJ kg-1, thin gray line). Each panel
corresponds to the run listed in the upper-left corner.
with comparatively sophisticated microphysics, meaning that the comparison is not apples-777
to-apples.778
How does the MAP respond to variations in background RH?779
It is well known that the deleterious effects of entrainment-driven dilution on up-780
draft B are strongly sensitive to the RH of the background environment (e.g., Morrison,781
2017; Morrison et al., 2020; Peters, Morrison, Hannah, et al., 2020). To this end, exist-782
ing parameterizations have incorporated ad hoc parameters that modify fractional en-783
trainment rates as a response to evolving environmental RH (e.g., Mapes & Neale, 2011),784
or have even gone so far as to formulate entrainment rates to be directly dependent on785
environmental moisture (e.g., Bechtold et al., 2008; Han et al., 2017). It was further noted786
by Peters, Nowotarski, and Morrison (2019) that the differences in entrainment-driven787
dilution in low RH and high RH environments was more pronounced when vertical wind788
shear was weak and updrafts were narrow, than when vertical wind shear was strong and789
updrafts were wide. Ideally, the MAP would replicate this behavior in that M profiles790
should be more sensitive to environmental RH when shear is weak, than when shear is791
strong.792
The increase in RH to 0.85 in the RH sensitivity runs resulted in an upward shift793
in the M distribution, as a response to reduced entrainment-driven dilution of core B794
relative to the 0.45 RH runs (Fig. 14a-b). When subject to background RH ranging from795
0.1 to 1.0, the MAP emulates the aforementioned behavior. In addition, the MAP shows796
a diminished dependence of updraft core dilution on RH when shear is strong, updrafts797
are wide, and fractional entrainment rates are minimal, which is consistent with the re-798
sults of Peters, Nowotarski, and Morrison (2019). In low RH environments, M is displaced799
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Figure 13. A comparison of vertical profiles of detrained cloud water from the Morrison and
Gettelman (2008) microphysics scheme (qc,D , g kg
-1, red dashed line), detrained cloud ice plus
snow from the Morrison and Gettelman (2008) microphysics scheme (qi,D + qs,D, g kg
-1, blue
dashed line), cloud water from the MAP (g kg-1, red solid line), and cloud ice from the MAP (g
kg-1, blue solid line). Each panel corresponds to the run listed in the upper-left corner.
the cloud population (Fig. 14a-d). This contrasts with high RH environments, wherein801
M is displaced substantially upward because of a comparative deepening of the cloud802
population (Fig. 14e-h). This sensitivity was substantially subdued in the higher shear803
runs, consistent with the results of Peters, Nowotarski, and Morrison (2019).804
How does the performance of the MAP depend on the number of radius805
bins used in our updraft size distribution?806
It is generally desirable for a CP to require minimal computational resources, so807
it minimally affects the speed of integration of the parent GCM. As a last check on the808
performance of our model, we evaluate the sensitivity of M profiles to the radius bin size809
∆R used to discretize the initial cloud size distribution for numerical integration. For810
all figures shown thus far, we have used ∆R = 10 m. Here, we evaluate ∆R ranging from811
1 m all the way to 500 m. While curves for all ∆R generally center around the LES curve,812
there is considerably more artificial noise in the M profile for ∆R > 100 m for most813
runs (Fig. 15) compared to using ∆R < 100 m. There is even subtle noisiness in the814
vertical profile for ∆R = 100 m in the runs with the weakest shear (Fig. 15a-d). Ap-815
plying a simple vertical moving average filter to M reduces this noise considerably (not816
shown), making ∆R as large as 250 m potentially suitable for operational use.817
4 Summary and conclusions818
In this article, we present an approach for modeling deep convective cores in CPs819
that builds upon several previous schemes that employ cloud ensembles (Donner, 1993;820
Wagner & Graf, 2010; Neggers, 2015). In this model (which we call the MAP, for “multi-821
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Figure 14. Normalized profiles of M from the MAP (colored lines) and LES (RH = 0.45, red,
RH = 0.85, blue). Each color corresponds to a different RH value. Each panel corresponds to
the run listed in the upper-left corner.
Figure 15. Comparisons of MAP M (colors) with LES (black dashed) as a function of the bin
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drafts with R determined from a specific size distribution, and fractional entrainment823
rates are formulated with an inverse relationship with cloud radius. We assume updraft824
radii are constant with height and predict M using analytic equations for buoyancy and825
vertical velocity. The MAP also incorporates the influences of vertical wind shear on the826
properties of the cloud ensemble, allowing for a greater number of wider updrafts when827
vertical wind shear is large, compared to when vertical wind shear is small. The MAP828
is formulated to work with existing cloud base M closure assumptions.829
The MAP is evaluated by comparing it with LES that were initialized with vary-830
ing wind shear and CAPE. Noteworthy results from this comparison are as follows:831
• the MAP produces comparable profiles to LES of M , detrainment, and the prop-832
erties of detrained air;833
• optimal values of the free parameters used to initialize the MAP yield M and D834
profiles that show substantially improved correspondence with LES compared to835
the ZM scheme;836
• increasing vertical wind shear in the LES results in a progression from a bottom-837
heavy to a top-heavy profile of M . The MAP emulates this behavior.838
It is worthwhile to discuss some of the advantages and disadvantages of using a cloud839
core model akin to the MAP over other parameterization schemes. Advantages are as840
follows:841
• The MAP shows promise in its ability to incorporate the influences of vertical wind842
shear on cloud behavior. To our knowledge, no other parameterizations connect843
shear to cloud behavior.844
• The MAP predicts entrainment rates, cloud buoyancy, and cloud vertical veloc-845
ity from analytic formulae with a sound physical basis. In contrast, other param-846
eterization schemes often involve ad-hoc assumptions that lack a physical basis.847
• Because many equations are analytic, MAP calls will be comparable to or less com-848
putational expensive than other multi-plume schemes.849
• Over the limited range of cases studied here, the MAP seems to portray cloud prop-850
erties more accurately than the ZM scheme. Obviously more evaluation of the MAP851
behavior against LES in different environments and against observations is needed852
to determine whether this result applies more generally than the situations an-853
alyzed here.854
• Like in the ED(MF)n approach, the MAP has potential use as both a shallow and855
deep CPs, as it makes no parametric assumptions that are specific to either shal-856
low or deep convection.857
• Like in the ED(MF)n approach, the MAP is formulated for scale awareness be-858
cause the vertical profile of fractional cloud area is explicitly predicted by the set859
of equations.860
• Our closure configuration for the MAP is left open-ended. Though we have paved861
the way for using existing closure schemes with this model, it is conceivable that862
new closure assumptions, such as those that make explicit assumptions about up-863
draft structure below cloud base (e.g., Romps, 2016; Neggers, 2015), could also864
be used.865
• Our strategy for incorporating vertical wind shear could conceivably be applied866
to another scheme that determines cloud ensemble properties from an assumed867
distribution of cloud radii, such as the ED(MF)n scheme.868
Disadvantages are as follows:869
• The MAP features a larger number of tunable parameters than other parameter-870
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to that of the ED(MF)n approach). Consequently, tuning the model may involve872
a more extensive array of tests than in other models.873
• The MAP will be more computationally expensive than bulk schemes that fea-874
ture a single plume, or multi-plume schemes where integrations over the range of875
plumes are accomplished analytically (as in the ZM scheme).876
There are some obvious avenues for future work laid out by our list of advantages877
and disadvantages. The gold standard for evaluating the performance of CPs involves878
comparisons of CP performance with observations. Such an evaluation needs to be per-879
formed in the future. We also need to compare this model’s performance to LES in a wider880
range of environments. This range of environments with realistic radiation and large scale881
tendencies cloud resolving models with heterogeneity in the initial and lateral bound-882
ary conditions (i.e., real-data Weather Research and Forecasting model runs). Another883
round of tests will compare the MAP large scale tendencies with those in regional sim-884
ulations by cloud resolving models in both strongly and weakly sheared environments.885
We have not considered downdrafts or a convective trigger function here because exist-886
ing formulations for these processes in the ZM scheme can be used in combination with887
the MAP. However, we plan to investigate avenues for improving the physicality of these888
these processes in future studies. Finally, we need to evaluate the MAP in a GCM, start-889
ing with single column tests, and leading to global runs involving targeted analyses of890
the GCM’s ability to replicate observed large scale atmospheric dynamics.891
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